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•

The legislation regarding complaints in respect of the delivery of education is complex and often
confusing. This policy is intended to be all embracing and provide guidance as to the most
appropriate course of action to a complainant.

•

Section 29 of the Education Act 2002 requires that:

•

The Governing Body of a maintained school in England shall:
o Establish procedures for dealing with all complaints relating to the school or to
the provision facilities or services under section 27, other than complaints failing
to be dealt with in accordance with any procedures required to be established in
relation to the school by virtue of a statutory provision other than this section,
and
o Publicise the procedures so established.

•

In establishing or publicising procedures under sub-section (1), the governing body shall
have regard to any guidance given from time to time by the Secretary of State.

•

In general terms, there is a marked distinction between the role of North Somerset Local Authority
(LA) and Diocesan authorities, and that of North Somerset Schools in dealing with complaints. In
the main, the LA has no direct powers over the day-to-day management arrangements within
schools (which tend to be the basis for the majority of complaints). Such complaints will need to be
addressed direct with the school concerned.

•

There are a number of specific areas where different procedures will be required. Such matters are
often not complaints, but rather appeals against a decision by either the Governing Body of a school
or the LA. These can be categorised as follows:

1. Complaints about the delivery of the National Curriculum or the provision of collective
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

worship and religious education;
Parents who are not satisfied with the LA’s decision about special needs may appeal to
the Special Needs Tribunal;
Concerns about school admissions and exclusions have specific appeal rights;
Allegations of child abuse;
Financial impropriety;
Complaints about contracted employees of the school.

•

Procedures for these types of complaint are dealt with at Annex A.

•

Sections 14 & 15 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998 govern the powers of
intervention by LAs. This policy will be one of a number of factors that contributes to this process.
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General Principles
•

Parents and pupils should be encouraged to express their views on what goes on in schools, so that
staff receive an early warning of potential difficulties, and many problems can be prevented from
arising.

•

Parents and others should always know how they can raise concerns or lodge a formal complaint.
Complaint procedures should be easily accessible and well publicised.

•

Procedures should be as speedy as possible.

•

Complaints should be supported and referred to independent individuals and organisations that may
be able to assist them.

▪
▪

Support should also be offered for a person complained against.
All complaints should be treated as confidential.

•

If the outcome of a complaint is valid, then there should be some form of redress.

•

Staff should be aware of the Complaints Procedure and training made available where appropriate.

•

Details of any complaint should be fully recorded.

•

The majority of complaints can be resolved informally.

•

It is important for staff to record details of any complaint, but complainants must feel able to raise
concerns without any formality, either in person, in writing or by telephone.

•

A formal complaint by a serving governor must be considered by a meeting of the full Governing
Body of the school.

•

A formal complaint by a registered pupil will be addressed by teaching staff.

•

Pupils will have the right of appeal to the Headteacher.

•

A register of complaints will be maintained for all complaints that reach Stage 2 of the policy, or
higher.
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Stage 1
First Contact - Informal
•

Complainants are given the opportunity to discuss their concern with the appropriate member of
staff.

•

The nature of the concern is clarified, together with the outcome the complainant is looking for.

•

The staff member dealing with the concern makes sure the complainant is clear what action (if
any) or monitoring of the situation has been agreed. Communication at this stage may be verbal
only, but a record of the conversation/s will be kept by the school.

•

Where complainants are not satisfied with the action that the school has taken, they should be
asked if they wish their concern to be considered further. If so, they are given clear information,
both verbally and in writing, about how to proceed towards Stage 2.

o The complaint should be made in writing, which may include email.
o It should be addressed to the appropriate member of staff.
o It should state clearly the nature of the complaint and the outcome the complainant is
looking for.
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Stage 2
Referral to the Complaints Officer for Investigation - Formal
•

If the issue cannot be resolved informally at Stage 1, the complainant must put the complaint in
writing to the appropriate member of the Senior Leadership Team, who will act as the nominated
Complaints Officer for the case.

•

The Complaints Officer will investigate the complaint and reach a decision on what action, if any,
should be taken in response to it.

•

The Complaints Officer will consider the detail of the complaint and will, where appropriate, advise
that the matter is to be dealt with under a separate procedure i.e. it is one of those issues detailed
in the third paragraph of the introductory notes and therefore will be dealt with by the LA or Full
Governing Body.

•

It is also necessary to establish that the complainant understands the process and the fact that
their letter may be copied to others in order to complete the investigation.

•

A decision letter will normally be sent within 10 school days of the receipt of the complaint.

•

The decision letter should outline the findings of the investigation and any action that the school
should take in response to it.

•

Where it is not possible to issue a decision letter within the above time limit, the Complaints Officer
must inform the complainant (within 10 school days) of the date by which a decision letter will be
issued.

•

The decision letter will state the right of the Complainant to progress the complaint to Stage 3.

•

The Complaints Officer may immediately refer the matter to the Headteacher (Stage 3), without
first investigating the complaint, if the complaint is sufficiently serious or urgent.
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Stage 3
Review By The Headteacher - Formal
•

If the Complainant is not content with the decision reached under Stage 2, the matter may be
referred under Stage 3 by written notice to the Headteacher within 10 school days of receipt of
the decision letter.

•

The Headteacher (or designate) provides an opportunity for the complainant to meet him/her to
supplement any information previously provided.

•

If necessary, the Headteacher (or designate) should interview witnesses and take statements
from those involved. If the complaint centres around a pupil, the pupil should also be
interviewed, with parents/guardians present.

•

A decision letter will normally be sent within 10 school days of the receipt of the complaint
under Stage 3.

•

Where it is not possible to issue a decision letter within the above time limit, the Headteacher
must inform the complainant (within 10 school days) of the date by which a decision letter will
be issued.

•

The decision letter will state the right of the Complainant to progress the complaint to Stage 4.
The complainant is advised that if s/he wishes to take the complaint further, then they should
notify, in writing, the Headteacher within 10 school days of the date of the decision letter.

•

If the matter has been referred to the Headteacher by the Complaints Officer (on grounds of
seriousness or urgency) and therefore missing out Stage 2, the Headteacher may undertake a
formal investigation or immediately refer the matter to the Chair of the Governing Body (Stage
4).
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Stage 4
Review by the Governing Body - Formal
It is important that this review not only be independent and impartial but that it be seen as so.

•

Within 5 school days of receipt of a complaint under Stage 4, the Headteacher will send to the Chair
of the Governing Body a completed statement of the case together with the complainant’s
notification letter.

•

The Chair of the Governing Body should write to the complainant acknowledging receipt of the
complaint. The acknowledgement should state that the complaint will be considered by a committee
of 3 members of the complaints panel within 10 school days of receiving notification of the
complaint under Stage 4.

•

The committee will be made up from a Complaints Panel. Membership of the Panel will be reviewed
annually by the Governing Body. The Panel does not have to comprise solely of governors of the
school.

•

Membership of the committee will reflect the following:
- At least one member of the committee must be a parent of a pupil at the school (not necessarily
a parent governor).
- A majority of the members of the committee must be governors.
- Neither the Complaints Officer nor the Headteacher may be a member of the committee.

•

The committee will convene within 10 school days to consider what action should be taken in
response to the complainant. The committee may wish to seek the views of the LA or appropriate
Diocese.

•

The Chair of the Committee will inform the complainant of the action to be taken within 5 school
days following the date of the committee meeting.

•

The committee may consider that an oral hearing of parties to the complaint is the most
appropriate way to address the matter. In such cases, the following requirements must be met:

o Documents should be submitted in time for all parties to the meeting to have properly

considered them (ideally 5 working days in advance of the meeting), otherwise proceedings
should be adjourned.

o The involvement of witnesses and staff is subject to the discretion of the Chair of the
Committee.

o The Chair of the Committee should ensure that proceedings are as formal as possible.
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•

The procedure below should be followed:
1. All parties are introduced;
2. The nature of the complaint is confirmed;
3. The Headteacher (or investigating governor) explains the school’s response following
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

completion of Stages 1 - 3 and relevant witnesses called;
The complainant is given the opportunity to question the
Headteacher (and witnesses);
Panel members question the Headteacher (or investigating governor) (and witnesses);
The complainant states their case and calls relevant witnesses;
The Headteacher (or investigating governor) is given the opportunity to question the
complainant (and witnesses);
Panel members question the complainant (and witnesses);
Summing up given by Headteacher (or investigating governor);
Summing up given by complainant;
Parties to be asked if they consider that they have had a fair hearing
Parties to be advised that a decision will be communicated to them in writing within 3 weeks of
the date of the hearing;
The complainant, Headteacher and any witnesses to leave.
The committee should then consider the evidence submitted and the statements made. The
committee then establish and record:
a) The facts;
b) The decision (including whether the decision was reached unanimously or by way

of a majority vote);
c) The reasons for reaching the decision;
d) Any recommendations arising e.g. changes to school procedures;
e) Any resource available to the complaint.

-

It is the responsibility of the Chair of the Committee to ensure that the meeting and the arising
decisions are minuted.

-

A decision letter, together with a copy of the minutes is forwarded to the parties to the hearing.
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Subsequent Reviews
If a complainant is still not satisfied with the outcome of Stages 1 – 4, then they have the right to refer
matters to the Secretary of State for Education.

•

Appeals to the Secretary of State may be made under either Section 496 of the Education Act 1996
(unreasonable action) or Section 497 (failure to discharge duties).

•

The Local Government Ombudsman has no remit in respect of the internal management of a school.

•

The Secretary of State will normally expect all other avenues open to a complainant to have been
exhausted.
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ANNEX A
Statutory Complaints/Appeals
The general complaint procedure will apply, except in the following cases:

•

Complaints about the delivery of the National Curriculum or the provision of collective worship and
religious education.

•

Parents who are not satisfied with the LA’s decision about special needs may appeal to the Special
Needs Tribunal.

•

Concerns about school admissions and exclusions have specific appeal rights.

•

Allegations of child abuse.

•

Financial impropriety.

•

Complaints about contracted staff.

Complaints about the delivery of the National Curriculum or the provision of
collective worship and religious education

•

Section 409 of the Education Act 1996 establishes arrangements for dealing with such complaints.
Parents may use this specific complaint procedure if they believe that either the LA or the governing
body are failing:

-

To provide the National Curriculum in a school for a particular child

-

To follow the law on charging for curricular activities

-

To offer only approved qualifications or syllabuses

-

To provide religious education and collective worship

-

To provide the information that they have to provide

-

To carry out any other statutory duty relating to the curriculum or are acting unreasonably in
any of the above cases.

•

Complaints under Section 409 may be made direct to the LEA. However, in most cases, the LA will
require evidence that Stages 1 – 4 of the general complaints procedure have been followed.

•

Once a complaint under Section 409 has been made to the LA, the Director of Children and Young
People’s Services will arrange for investigation of the complaint by an officer of the Education
Development Service. This investigation is to be completed as soon as is reasonably practicable. In
undertaking the investigation, regard will be had to the principles established within the general
complaints procedure.

•

A copy of the results of the investigation must be forwarded to the parties to the complaint.

•

Either party to the complaint may challenge the decision by writing to the investigating officer
within 21 days of the date of the letter notifying them of the findings of the investigation.

•

Upon receipt of a challenge, the Director of Children and Young People’s Services will arrange for a
Panel of 3 LA officers to review the initial findings. This Panel must meet within 21 days of the
receipt of any such challenge and notify the parties to any complaint of its findings within 7 days of
it meeting.
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•

If this does not resolve the complaint, then complainants would have the option of appealing as
detailed at Stage 5 of the general procedures.

Parents who are not satisfied with the LA’s decision about special needs may
appeal to the Special Needs Tribunal

•

The LA and schools are required to have in place procedures for responding to children with
Special Educational Needs. These procedures follow an agreed Code of Practice.

•

Stages 1 – 3 of the general complaints procedure will apply to complaints relating to Special
Educational Needs in respect of the legislative requirements relating to schools. Complaints that
remain unresolved should then be referred to an SEN case officer within the Education
Directorate.

•

In some cases, parents may be unhappy with the results of the application of the Code of
Practice e.g. they may feel that the level of support proposed is inappropriate. In such cases,
parents may appeal to the Special Educational Needs Tribunal.

Concerns about school admissions and exclusions have specific appeal rights

•

Parents have the right to express a preference for their child to attend a particular school and to
appeal against a decision of a school to permanently exclude their child. These matters are not
complaints, and this procedure is not designed to address such matters. The Corporate Services
Unit of the Council administer these appeals on behalf of the Children and Young People’s Services
and are able to offer further advice.

Allegations of child abuse

•

Suspected child abuse should be referred to either Avon & Somerset Constabulary or Education
Welfare Services, Tel. 01934 888888.

•

Allegations of abuse against a pupil by a member of staff must be dealt with in accordance with the
North Somerset Local Children Safeguarding Board, which identifies the Principal Education Welfare
Officer as the lead officer in this respect.

Financial impropriety
• Complaints about financial impropriety should be referred either to the Director of Children and
Young People’s Services or the Audit Manager at North Somerset Council 01934 888888.
Complaints about contracted staff

•

Complaints about contracted staff should be referred to the Headteacher of the school concerned.
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